SCHOOL OR DISTRICT TEAMS WITH A SIGNATURE PRACTICE
FOR MULTILINGUAL LEARNERS

**Alum Rock Union School District**
*Global Exchange Program at Fischer Middle School*
**Co-leads:** Dr. George Kleidon, Denise Williams, Dr. Yee Wan
**Members:** Katherine Grunewald, Crystal Madril, Vy Nguyen, Keysha Doutherd, Richard E. Poulin III

**Berryessa Union School District**
*Mandarin Dual Immersion Program at Cherrywood Elementary School, Grades K-5*
**Lead:** Tina Choy
**Members:** Sophia Dong, Yanni Fan, Ying Hu, Lei Liu, Yilan Liu, Ching Fan Wang, Min Wei

**KIPP Public Charter School**
*Professional Development with a Focus on English Learners, Grades 9-12*
**Lead:** Brandy Woodward
**Members:** Julia Gonzalez Luna, Sandy De La Rosa, Frank Martinez, Myra Vallianos, Cynthia Medina

**Milpitas Unified School District**
*Building a Multilingual Community of Mentors that Promote Success for Multilingual Learners, Grades 9-12*
**Co-leads:** Raul Patino, Karisa Scott, Norma Morales, Aldine Dimmick
**Members:** Joy Kim, Kieu Pham, Sanjana Barr, Caitlin Bellotti, Casandra Parada, Elizabeth Ellmore-Trujillo, Mary Leggin, Joanna Butcher, Liza Gable, Brett Webber, Ben Pang, Mimi Nguyen, Sejee Kim, Sharon Diep, Jonathan Ho, Moises Fagundes, Mandy Cottengim, Celina Reyes, Lisa Topping, Kristina Edwards, Lauren Bajitos, Annette Rodarte, Jennifer Garcia

**Morgan Hill Unified School District**
*Language Ambassadors: Celebrating the Linguistic Diversity in Our Community, Grades K-5*
**Lead:** Cathy Moss
**Members:** Fiorella Scibetta, Ashley Cowdin, Victoria Sorensen

**Sunnyvale School District**
*New Middle School Seal of Biliteracy Program, Grades 6-8*
**Lead:** Ron Hammond